GOVERNMENT OF NAGALAND
SOCIAL WELFARE DEPARTMENT
NAGALAND : KOHIMA

NOTIFICATION
Dated Kohima, the 10th February of 2020

No.SW/9/JUV-3/2015:: In exercise of the power conferred under Section 110 (I) of the Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act, 2015, the Governor of Nagaland is pleased to notify “The Nagaland Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Rules 2017” with immediate effect.

Sd/- SARAH R RITSE
Commissioner & Secretary to the Government of Nagaland.
Dated Kohima, the 10th February 2020

No.SW/9/JUV-3/2015
Copy to:
1. The Commissioner & Secretary to the Governor of Nagaland, Kohima.
2. The Addl. Chief Secretary to Chief Minister Nagaland, Kohima.
3. The Speaker/Deputy Speaker, NLA, Kohima.
4. The Sr. PPS /Ps to all Ministers/Advisors, Nagaland.
5. The PS to Chief Secretary, Nagaland.
6. The Secretary, Ministry of Women & Child Development, Shastri Bhawan, Dr. Rajendra Prasad Road, New Delhi -110001
7. The Chairperson, National Commission for Protection of Child Rights, 2nd Floor, Chanderlok Building, 36, Janpath, New Delhi-110001
9. The Secretary, Nagaland Legislative Assembly Secretariat, Kohima.
10. The Secretary (Judicial) Justice & Law Department, Nagaland, Kohima.
11. All the Deputy Commissioner in Nagaland.
12. The Director, Social Welfare, Nagaland, Kohima.
13. The Society Director, State Child Protection Services, Nagaland, Kohima.
14. The Publisher, Nagaland Gazette, Kohima for publication in the extra Ordinary issue of the Gazette.
15. The State Information Officer, National Informatic Centre, Civil Secretariat, with a request to post this in the Government of Nagaland website.

(T. NUNGSANG SANGTAM)
Joint Secretary to the Government of Nagaland.